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Abstract
We consider an infinite extension K of a local field of zero characteristic which is a
union of an increasing sequence of finite extensions. K is equipped with an inductive
limit topology; its conjugate K is a completion of K with respect to a topology given
by certain explicitly written seminorms. The semigroup of measures, which defines a
stable-like process X(t) on K, is concentrated on a compact subgroup S ⊂ K. We study
properties of the process XS(t), a part of X(t) in S. It is shown that the Hausdorff and
packing dimensions of the image of an interval equal 0 almost surely. In the case of tamely
ramified extensions a correct Hausdorff measure for this set is found.
KEY WORDS: Stable process, local field, tamely ramified extension, Hausdorff dimension,
Hausdorff measure
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1 INTRODUCTION
Let k be a non-Archimedean local field (= non-discrete totally disconnected locally compact
topological field) with characteristic zero. Consider a strictly increasing sequence of its finite
algebraic extensions
k = K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Kn ⊂ . . . . (1.1)
The infinite extension
K =
∞⋃
n=1
Kn
may be considered as a topological vector space over k with the inductive limit topology. Let
K be its strong dual. Evidently, K is not locally compact.
Within the non-Archimedean version of infinite-dimensional analysis developed by the
author(8−10), an analog of the symmetric α-stable process was constructed on K. Just as
for stable processes on local fields (see e.g. Refs. 1, 5, 7, 10, 14, 17), this process X(t) is
defined for any α > 0. Some of its properties are similar to those of the classical stable pro-
cesses or processes on local fields while others are different. In particular, X(t) has an invariant
measure µ which is Gaussian in the sense of Evans(2); the transition probabilities of X(t) are
not absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
Note that both µ and the convolution semigroup of measures pi(t, dx), which defines X(t),
are concentrated on a compact subgroup S ⊂ K, and µ coincides with the normalized Haar
measure on S (for the details see Section 2 below). Thus an essential information on the process
X(t) is contained in the properties of its part XS(t) in S.
In order to study sample path properties of XS(t), we can use the results by Evans
(3) who
investigated Le´vy processes on a general Vilenkin group (a non-discrete locally compact totally
disconnected Abelian topological group). The topology in a Vilenkin group is determined by
a descending chain of compact open subgroups. This chain is not unique, and as soon as
we manage to write such a chain {Sn} explicitly for our case (Section 3) and compute the
Le´vy measure of S \ Sn (Section 4), the general theorems by Evans(3) yield immediately the
asymptotics of the first exit time pi(n) of XS(t) out of the subgroup Sn, and an information
on the local behavior of sample paths. We also prove that both the Hausdorff and packing
dimensions of a sample path of XS(t) equal 0 almost surely, which is quite different both from
the classical case and the case of a local field considered recently by Albeverio and Zhao(1).
The last result shows the importance of finding, for our situation, a correct Hausdorff
measure. However this problem is more complicated. In order to use the appropriate theorem
by Evans(3), we have to know that
lim inf
n→∞
Q(n,N) > 0 (1.2)
where
Q(n,N) = P {XS(t) /∈ Sn ∀ t ∈ [pi(n), pi(N))} , n > N.
Evans proved (1.2) for processes with locally spherically symmetric Le´vy measures. This con-
dition is not fulfilled in our case, and we give (Section 5) a direct proof of (1.2) under the
assumption that all the extensions in (1.1) are tamely ramified. Such an assumption is often
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made in algebraic number theory because the algebraic structure of tamely ramified extensions
is more or less transparent while general extensions may behave quite wildly.
The author is grateful to the referee for very helpful comments and suggestions.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Let us recall some of the main constructions and results from Refs. 8, 9. For the basics
on local fields see Refs. 4, 12, 13, 16. We also use some standard material regarding field
extensions which can be found in algebra textbooks (Refs. 11, 15).
Consider the sequence of extensions (1.1). For each n = 1, 2, . . . , we define a mapping
Tn : K → Kn as follows. If x ∈ Kν , ν > n, put
Tn(x) =
mn
mν
TrKν/Kn(x)
where mn is the degree of the extension Kn/k, TrKν/Kn : Kν → Kn is the trace mapping. If
x ∈ Kn, then, by definition, Tn(x) = x. The mapping Tn is well-defined, and Tn ◦ Tν = Tn for
ν > n. We shall write T instead of T1.
The strong dual space K can be identified with the projective limit of the sequence {Kn}
with respect to the mappings {Tn}, that is with the subset of the direct product
∞∏
n=1
Kn con-
sisting of those x = (x1, . . . , xn, . . . ), xn ∈ Kn, for which xn = Tn(xν) if ν > n. The topology
in K is defined by seminorms
‖x‖n = ‖xn‖, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
where ‖ ·‖ is the extension onto K of the normalized absolute value | · |1 defined on k. If x ∈ Kn
then ‖x‖ = |x|1/mnn where |x|n is the normalized absolute value on Kn.
The pairing between K and K is defined as
〈x, y〉 = T (xyn)
where x ∈ Kn ⊂ K, y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ K, yn ∈ Kn. Identifying an element x ∈ K with
(x1, . . . , xn, . . . ) ∈ K where xn = Tn(x), we can view K as a dense subset of K. The mappings
Tn can be extended to linear continuous mappings from K to Kn, by setting Tn(x) = xn for
any x = (x1, . . . , xn, . . . ) ∈ K.
Consider a function on K of the form
Ω(x) =
{
1, if ‖x‖ ≤ 1
0, if ‖x‖ > 1
Ω is continuous and positive definite on K. That results in the existence of a probability
measure µ on the Borel σ-algebra B(K), such that
Ω(a) =
∫
K
χ(〈a, x〉)µ(dx), a ∈ K,
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where χ is a rank zero additive character on k. The measure µ is Gaussian in the sense of Ref.
2. It is concentrated on the compact additive subgroup
S =
{
x ∈ K : ‖Tn(x)‖ ≤ qdn/mnn ‖mn‖, n = 1, 2, . . .
}
where qn is the residue field cardinality for the field Kn, dn is the exponent of the different of
the extension Kn/k.
We shall call S the support subgroup of K. The restriction of µ to S coincides with the
normalized Haar measure on S. If f is a “cylindrical” function on K of the form f(x) =
ϕ(Tn(x)), x ∈ K, where ϕ is a locally integrable complex-valued function on Kn, then∫
K
f(x)µ(dx) = q−dnn ‖mn‖−mn
∫
z∈Kn: ‖z‖≤q
dn/mn
n ‖mn‖
ϕ(z) dz (2.1)
(dz is the Haar measure on Kn normalized by the condition
∫
|z|n≤1
dz = 1).
Denote
ρα(s, t) =
{
e−ts
α
, if s > 1
1, if s ≤ 1,
where α > 0, t > 0. For each t > 0 the function ρα(‖ξ‖, t) is a continuous positive definite
function on K, and there exists a family pi(t, dx) of Radon probability measures on B(K)
(concentrated on S) such that
ρα(‖ξ‖, t) =
∫
K
χ(〈ξ, x〉)pi(t, dx), ξ ∈ K. (2.2)
This family is actually a semigroup of measures defining a Le´vy process X(t) on K. Its part in
S will be denoted by XS(t). We have an integral formula similar to (2.1): if f(x) = ϕ(Tn(x))
then ∫
K
f(x)pi(t, dx) = ‖mn‖−mn
∫
z∈Kn: ‖z‖≤q
dn/mn
n ‖mn‖
Γ(n)α (m
−1
n z, t)ϕ(z) dz (2.3)
where
Γ(n)α (x, t) = q
−dn
n
∫
Kn
(χ ◦ TrKn/k)(−xξ)ρα(‖ξ‖, t) dξ.
The generator of the process X(t) is a hyper-singular integral operator which resembles the
fractional differentiation operator Dα generating the symmetric stable process on a local field.
The generator can be expressed in terms of the Le´vy measure Π(dx) on B(K \ {0}) which
appears in the following formula of the Le´vy-Khinchin type: for any λ ∈ K, t > 0
Eχ(〈λ,X(t)〉) = exp
t
∫
K
[χ(〈λ, x〉)− 1]Π(dx)
 .
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We have the identity ∫
K
[χ(〈λ, x〉)− 1]Π(dx) =
{ −‖λ‖α, if ‖λ‖ > 1
0, if ‖λ‖ ≤ 1 (2.4)
As it could be expected, the measure Π is concentrated on S \ {0}. Indeed, let
S(n) =
{
x ∈ K : ‖Tn(x)‖ ≤ qdn/mnn ‖mn‖
}
, n = 1, 2, . . . .
Then (Ref. 8) S(ν) ⊂ S(n) for ν > n, and S = ⋂∞n=1 S(n), so that K \ S = ⋃∞n=1 (K \ S(n)). It
was shown in Ref. 9 that for a function f as in (2.1) or (2.3) with 0 /∈ suppϕ we have∫
K
f(x)Π(dx) = −qdnα/mnn
1− qα/mnn
1− q−1−α/mnn
∫
x∈Kn: |x|n≤q
dn
n
[
|x|−1−α/mnn
+
1− q−1n
q
α/mn
n − 1
q−dn(1+α/mn)n
]
ϕ(mnx) dx. (2.5)
It follows from (2.5) that Π
(
K \ S(n)) = 0 whence Π (K \ S) = 0.
We shall also use another analytic expression for the integral in the left-hand side of (2.5):∫
K
f(x)Π(dx) = −
∫
η∈Kn: ‖η‖>1
‖η‖αwn(η) dη (2.6)
where wn is the inverse Fourier transform of the function y 7→ q−dn/2n ϕ(mny), that is
wn(η) = q
−dn
n
∫
Kn
χ ◦ TrKn/k(−ηy)ϕ(mny) dy.
Indeed, after an obvious change of variables we can write the Fourier inversion as
ϕ(z) =
∫
Kn
(χ ◦ T )(ηz)wn(η) dη, z ∈ Kn.
Since by our assumption ϕ(0) = 0, we have∫
Kn
wn(η) dη = 0,
so that for any x ∈ K
ϕ(Tn(x)) =
∫
Kn
[(χ ◦ T )(ηTn(x))− 1]wn(η) dη =
∫
Kn
[(χ(〈x, η〉)− 1]wn(η) dη.
Integrating with respect to Π and using (2.4) we come to (2.6).
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2.2. Here we collect, for a reader’s convenience, some notions regarding ramification in
extensions of local fields.
Let K be a finite extension of a local field L (this is traditionally denoted K/L); we consider
only fields of zero characteristic. Denote by OK , OL the corresponding rings of integers, and by
PK , PL the prime ideals. We have TrK/L : OK → OL. Moreover, there exists such an integer
d (the exponent of the different for the extension K/L) that TrK/L(x) ∈ OL for |x|K ≤ qdK but
TrK/L(x0) /∈ OL for some x0 with |x0|K = qd+1K . Here we furnish with appropriate subscripts
the objects related to K or L (the normalized absolute values | · |K , | · |L, the residue field
cardinalities qK , qL etc.). If piK , piL are the prime elements of K and L, we have
|piK |K = q−1K , |piL|L = q−1L , |piL|K = q−eK ,
where e ≥ 1 is the ramification index of the extension K/L.
It is known that d ≥ e− 1, and d = 0 if and only if e = 1 (in this case the extension K/L
is called unramified). The extension K/L is called tamely ramified if d = e− 1. K/L is tamely
ramified if and only if the characteristic of finite fields OK/PK and OL/PL does not divide e.
Another important number attached to the extension K/L is its index of inertia f ≥ 1
defined by the relation qK = q
f
L. The product ef coincides with the degree [K : L] of the
extension. If f = 1, the extension is called totally ramified.
As an example, consider the case where L is the field Qp of p-adic numbers, and K is a
quadratic extension, that is an extension of the degree 2 obtained by adjoining an element
√
τ ,
where τ ∈ Qp is not a square of an element of Qp, with natural algebraic operations and the
normalized absolute value∣∣x1 +√τx2∣∣ = ∣∣x21 − τx22∣∣Qp , x1, x2 ∈ Qp.
If p 6= 2, then there are 3 different extensions of the above form, in which |τ |Qp = 1 (the
unramified extension), or τ = p, or τ = εp, |ε|Qp = 1. The two latter extensions are totally
and tamely ramified (e = 2 is prime to p). If p = 2, the situation is more complicated
(see Proposition 5.12 in Ref. 12), there are 7 different quadratic extensions, one of which is
unramified while others are totally but not tamely ramified.
Let us return to the general situation. Let ÔK ⊂ OK be a complete system of representatives
of residue classes from OK/PK . Then any nonzero element x ∈ K is uniquely representable in
the form of the convergent series
x = pi−nK (x0 + x1piK + x2pi
2
K + · · · ) (2.7)
where n ∈ Z, |x|K = qnK , xj ∈ ÔK , x0 /∈ PK . If the extension K/L is unramified then any prime
element of L is simultaneously a prime element of K, and in this case we may put piL instead of
piK in (2.7). On the other hand, if K/L is totally ramified, then we may identify OK/PK with
OL/PL, and use in (2.7) elements xj ∈ ÔL. Note also that the Galois group of an unramified
extension is cyclic. Its generator is called the Frobenius automorphism of the extension K/L.
If K/L is an arbitrary finite extension, there exists an intermediate extension L′ lying
between L and K, such that L′/L is unramified while K/L′ is totally ramified. In this case the
ramification index e of K/L equals the degree of K/L′, the inertia index f of K/L coincides
with the degree of L′/L. The field L′ is called the inertia subfield of K/L. If, in addition, K/L
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is tamely ramified, then the prime elements piK and piL′ in K and L
′ can be chosen in such a
way that pieK = piL′ .
Dealing with the extensions (1.1) we shall denote the ramification index, inertia index, and
exponent of the different for the extension Kν/Kn, ν > n, by eνn, fνn, dνn respectively. We
shall write eν , fν , dν instead of eν1, fν1, dν1. We shall denote by On and Pn respectively the
ring of integers and the prime ideal of Kn; Ôn will denote a complete system of representatives
of residue classes from On/Pn. Since k, as any local field of zero characteristic, is a finite
extension of the field Qp of p-adic numbers (here p is the characteristic of the residue field), we
may assume without restricting generality that k = Qp.
3 SUPPORT SUBGROUP AND ITS DUAL
3.1. Our investigation of the group S will be based on the following auxiliary result.
Denote
Σn,N =
{
y ∈ Kn : ‖y‖ ≤ qdn/mn−N/fnn ‖mn‖
}
, n ≥ 1, N ≥ 0.
Lemma 1. If ν > n, then Tn maps Σν,N onto Σn,N .
Proof. Let y ∈ Σν,N . Then
|m−1ν y|ν ≤ qdν−Neνν .
We have
Tn(y) =
mn
mν
TrKν/Kn(y) = mn TrKν/Kn(m
−1
ν y).
Well-known properties of traces in local field extensions (Ref. 16, Chapter 8, Proposition 4)
imply the inequality
|Tn(y)|n ≤ |mn|nqln
where l ∈ Z is determined from the inequality
eνn(l − 1) < dν −Neν − dνn ≤ eνnl.
It is also known (Ref. 16, Chapter 8) that dν = eνndn + dνn, so that
eνn(l − 1) < eνndn −Neν ≤ eνnl. (3.1)
On the other hand (Ref. 4, Chapter II, (2.1)), eν = eνnen, and we see from (3.1) that
l − 1 < dn −Nen ≤ l,
whence l = dn −Nen. It means that Tn(y) ∈ Σn,N as desired.
Conversely, if z ∈ Σn,N , that is |m−1n z|n ≤ qdn−Nenn , it follows from the surjectivity property
of the trace (Ref. 16, Chapter 8, Proposition 4) that there exists such an element y′ ∈ Kν that
|y′|ν ≤ qdν−Neνν , TrKν/Kn(y′) = m−1n z.
Setting y = mνy
′ we find that
z =
mn
mν
TrKν/Kn(y) = Tn(y), |y|ν ≤ |mν |νqdν−Neνν ,
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which completes the proof. 
Let us consider the sequence of subgroups
S = S0 ⊃ S1 ⊃ S2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ {0}, (3.2)
Sn =
{
x ∈ S : ‖Tn(x)‖ ≤ qdn/mn−n/fnn ‖mn‖
}
, n ≥ 1.
If x ∈ Sn and j < n, then Tj(x) = Tj(Tn(x)), and by Lemma 1
‖Tj(x)‖ ≤ qdj/mj−n/fjj ‖mj‖ ≤ qdj/mj−j/fjj ‖mj‖,
so that x ∈ Sj. We have shown that the subgroups Sn indeed form a descending chain. The
same argument shows also that
∞⋂
n=0
Sn = {0}. The subgroups Sn are open and closed. It follows
from Lemma 1 that the system of subgroups {Sn} forms a base of neighbourhoods of the origin
in S.
The quotient group S/Sn is finite. Denote M(n) = ordS/Sn. It follows from the invariance
of the measure µ that µ(Sn) = [M(n)]
−1. On the other hand, it follows from (2.1) that
µ(Sn) = q
−nmn
1 . Thus
M(n) = qnmn1 . (3.3)
If we define |x| for x ∈ S by setting
|x| =
{
1, if x /∈ S1,
[M(n)]−1 , if x ∈ Sn \ Sn+1, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
and |0| = 0, then ∆(x, y) = |x− y| is an ultrametric on S.
The descending chain (3.2) can be “lengthened” by including intermediate subgroups so
that the resulting chain would be such that the quotient group of two consequtive subgroups
is of a prime order. This property was assumed in Ref. 3. However it will be more convenient
for us to use the chain (3.2). All the results of Ref. 3 remain valid here.
3.2. Let S∗ be the dual group of S. It was shown in Ref. 9 that S∗ is isomorphic to K/O
where O = {ξ ∈ K : ‖ξ‖ ≤ 1} =
∞⋃
n=1
On. Let Ξn ⊂ S∗ be the annihilator of the subgroup Sn,
that is
Ξn = {ξ +O : ξ ∈ K,χ(〈ξ, x〉) = 1 ∀ x ∈ Sn}.
Proposition 1. If the extensions (1.1) are tamely ramified, then
Ξn = {ξ +O : ξ ∈ Kn, |ξ|n ≤ qnenn } .
Proof. Assume that k = Qp. If ξ ∈ Kn, |ξ|n ≤ qnenn , then for any x ∈ Sn∣∣m−1n ξTn(x)∣∣n = |ξ|n‖m−1n Tn(x)‖mn ≤ qnenn · qdn−nenn = qdnn ,
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so that
|T (ξTn(x))|1 ≤ 1 for all x ∈ Sn, (3.4)
whence ξ +O ∈ Ξn.
Conversely, let ξ+O ∈ Ξn. Suppose first that ξ ∈ Kn. Then (3.4) holds. Any element zn ∈
Kn with ‖zn‖ ≤ qdn/mn−n/fnn ‖mn‖ can be “lifted” to an element x ∈ Sn such that Tn(x) = zn.
Indeed by Lemma 1 there exists zn+1 ∈ Σn+1,n ⊂ Σn+1,0 such that Tn(zn+1) = zn. Then we find
zn+2 ∈ Σn+2,0, Tn+1(zn+2) = zn+1. Repeating this and setting zj = Tj(zn) for j < n we obtain
x = (z1, . . . , zn, . . . ) ∈ S with Tn(x) = zn. It is clear that x ∈ Sn.
If |ξ|n > qnenn , and ‖Tn(x)‖ = qdn/mn−n/fnn ‖mn‖, we have |ξTn(x)|n > qdnn , and we can choose
x ∈ Sn in such a way that (3.4) is violated. This proves that |ξ|n ≤ qnenn .
Now it remains to prove that any element of Ξn can be represented as ξ +O with ξ ∈ Kn.
Suppose that ξ + O ∈ Ξn, ξ ∈ Kl, l > n. Denote by K ′n the inertia subfield of the extension
Kl/Kn. Then [K
′
n : Kn] = fln, [Kl : K
′
n] = eln, so that [K
′
n : K1] = mnfln, the ramification
index e(K ′n, K1) = en, and the inertia index f(K
′
n, K1) = fnfln. Considering the extensions
K ′n ⊃ Kn ⊃ K1 (see Section VIII-1 in Ref. 16) we find also the exponent of the different
d(K ′n, K1) = e(K
′
n, Kn)dn + d(K
′
n, Kn) = dn. The residue field cardinality for K
′
n equals q
fln
n .
Define for z ∈ Kl
T ′n(z) =
[K ′n : K1]
[Kl : K1]
TrKl/K ′n(z) =
mnfln
ml
TrKl/K ′n(z).
Just as in Lemma 1, if z ∈ Σl,0, then
‖T ′n(z)‖ ≤ qflnd(K
′
n,K1)/[K
′
n:K1]
n ‖[K ′n : K1]‖ = qdn/mnn ‖mnfln‖.
For any u ∈ K ′n |u|K ′n = ‖u‖mnfln whence
|T ′n(z)|K ′n ≤ q
dnfln
n |mnfln|K ′n. (3.5)
Let us consider u = T ′n(z) as an element of the field Kl. We have by (3.5)
|u|l = ‖u‖ml =
(‖u‖mnfln) mlmnfln = |u| mlmnflnK ′n ≤ q dnmlmnn |mnfln| mlmnflnK ′n .
We know that ql = q
fln
n ,
ml
mn
= flneln, dl = dneln + dln, so that
q
dnml
mn
n = q
dl−dln
l
and
|mnfln|K ′n = |mnfln|
mnfln
ml
l .
Therefore
|u|l ≤ qdl−dlnl |ml|l · |eln|−1l .
Since the extension Kl/Kn is tamely ramified, we find that |eln|l = 1, |u|l ≤ qdll |ml|l, so that
u ∈ Σl,0. This means in particular that for any z ∈ Σl,0 the element v = z − T ′n(z) also belongs
to Σl,0. Lifting v to an element y ∈ S we see that
Tn(y) = Tn ◦ T ′n(y) = Tn ◦ T ′n(v) = 0.
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Thus y ∈ Sn and |T (ξ(z − T ′n(z)))|1 ≤ 1.
Now we have
T (ξz)− T (ξT ′n(z)) = T (ξz)− T ◦ T ′n(ξT ′n(z)) = T (ξz)− T (T ′n(z)T ′n(ξ))
= T (ξz)− T ◦ T ′n(zT ′n(ξ)) = T (z(ξ − T ′n(ξ)))
and
|T (z(ξ − T ′n(ξ)))|1 ≤ 1
for any z ∈ Σl,0, which implies the inequality
|ξ − T ′n(ξ)|l ≤ 1 (3.6)
(since the annihilator of Σl,0 in Kl = K
∗
l is Ol; see Ref. 9).
It follows from (3.6) that ξ ∈ K ′n + O. Let g be the Frobenius automorphism of the
unramified extension K ′n/Kn. For an arbitrary z ∈ K ′n with ‖z‖ ≤ qdn/mnn ‖mnfln‖ (the set
similar to Σl,0 for the field K
′
n) we consider the element z − g−1z and its lifting xg ∈ S. Then
Tn(xg) = Tn(T
′
n(xg)) = Tn(z − g−1z) = 0
due to the invariance of traces with respect to elements of the Galois group. Thus xg ∈ Sn and
|T (ξT ′n(xg))|1 = |T (ξ(z − g−1z))|1 ≤ 1.
Since
T (ξ(z − g−1z)) = T (ξz)− T (ξ · (g−1z)) = T (ξz)− T (g−1(gξ · z)) = T (z(ξ − gξ)),
we see as above that ξ − gξ ∈ O. Let us write the canonical representation
ξ = pi−rn
(
σ0 + σ1pin + · · ·+ σr−1pir−1n + · · ·
)
where pin is a prime element both for Kn and K
′
n, σj are representatives of residue classes from
O′n/P
′
n (O
′
n and P
′
n are respectively the ring of integers and prime ideal in K
′
n). Then
ξ − gξ = pi−rn
[
(σ0 − gσ0) + (σ1 − gσ1)pin + · · ·+ (σr−1 − gσr−1)pir−1n + · · ·
]
whence |σj − gσj|K ′n < 1 for j = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1.
In fact either σj ∈ Ôn, and then σj − gσj = 0, or |σj − gσj |K ′n = 1 because the Frobenius
automorphism of the unramified extension just permutes classes from O′n/P
′
n (see Section I-4
in Ref. 16). Therefore all σj belong to Ôn, which means that ξ ∈ Kn +O as desired. 
4 LE´VY MEASURE
4.1. Let us calculate the Le´vy measure of the complement S \ Sn.
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Theorem 1. For any n = 1, 2, . . .
Π(S \ Sn) = (1− q−1n )q−nenn
q
(nen+1)(α/mn+1)
n − qα/mn+1n
q
α/mn+1
n − 1
. (4.1)
As n→∞,
Π(S \ Sn) ∼ qαn1 . (4.2)
Proof. As we saw in Section 2, Π(K \ S) = 0. We have Sn ⊂ S ⊂ S(n), so that
Π(S \ Sn) = Π(S(n) \ Sn)− Π(S(n) \ S) = Π(S(n) \ Sn).
The indicator of the set S(n) \ Sn is a cylindrical function (in the sense of Section 2), and we
can use (2.6) obtaining that
Π(S \ Sn) = −
∫
|η|n>1
‖η‖αwn(η) dη, (4.3)
wn(η) = q
−dn
n
∫
qdn−nenn <|y|n≤q
dn
n
χ ◦ TrKn/K1(−ηy) dy.
By standard integration formulas (see e.g. Ref. 8, 10)∫
|y|n≤q
dn
n
χ ◦ TrKn/K1(−ηy) dy = 0, |η|n > 1;
∫
|y|n≤q
dn−nen
n
χ ◦ TrKn/K1(−ηy) dy =
{
qdn−nenn , if |η|n ≤ qnenn ;
0, if |η|n > qnenn .
Substituting into (4.3) we find that
Π(S \ Sn) = q−nenn
∫
1<|η|n≤q
nen
n
|η|α/mnn dη = q−nenn
nen∑
j=1
∫
|η|n=q
j
n
|η|α/mnn dη
= (1− q−1n )q−nenn
nen∑
j=1
qj(α/mn+1)n ,
which results in (4.2).
Since the sequence (1.1) is strictly increasing, we have mn → ∞, thus either fn → ∞, or
en →∞ (or both). If fn →∞, we have qn = qfn1 →∞. Writing (4.1) as
Π(S \ Sn) = (1− q−1n )
q
α/en
1
q
α/en
1 − q−1n
(
qαn1 − q−nmn1
)
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we come to (4.2) in both possible cases (en →∞ or en is constant starting from some value of
n). If fn ≡ f for n ≥ n0, and en →∞, then we get for n ≥ n0
(1− q−1n0 )
q
α/en
1
q
α/en
1 − q−1n0
−→ 1, n→∞,
and we again come to (4.2). 
4.2. Define a sequence {n(j)}∞1 setting n(1) = 1,
n(j + 1) = inf
{
n > n(j) : Π(S \ Sn)/Π(S \ Sn(j)) ≥ 2
}
, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
and set bn =
[
Π(S \ Sn(j))
]−1
log j for n(j) ≤ n < n(j + 1).
Evans(3) showed that almost surely
lim sup
n→∞
pi(n)
bn
= 1 (4.4)
where pi(n) is the first exit time of the process XS(t) out of the subgroup Sn. Obviously we
may substitute for bn any sequence Bn with Bn ∼ bn, n→∞. In particular, if α > logq1 2, we
may take (in view of (4.2))
Bn = q
−αn
1 log n, (4.5)
so that
lim sup
n→∞
pi(n)
Bn
= 1.
Let dim and Dim be the Hausdorff and packing dimensions on S with respect to the metric
defined above (see Ref. 3). Then dimS = DimS = 1. It was shown by Evans(3) that for each
t > 0 almost surely
dimX([0, t]) = β ′, DimX([0, t]) = β ′′,
where
β ′ = inf
{
β : lim inf
n→∞
[M(n)]−βQ(n,N)Π(S \ Sn) = 0
}
,
β ′′ = inf
{
β : lim sup
n→∞
[M(n)]−βQ(n,N)Π(S \ Sn) = 0
}
,
where N is an arbitrary natural number. Since by definition Q(n,N) ≤ 1, the following result
is a consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. For each t > 0
dimX([0, t]) = DimX([0, t]) = 0
almost surely.
Unfortunately the results of Ref. 3 do not yield the uniform dimension results in a similar
way. The reason is that mn+1 ≥ 2mn whence
lim
n→∞
M(n + 1)
[M(n)]1+η
6= 0
if η > 0 is small enough. This contradicts an a priori assumption in the uniform dimension
study of Ref. 3.
12
5 HAUSDORFF MEASURE
5.1. Let
τ(n,N) = meas {t ∈ [0, pi(N)] : X(t) ∈ Sn} , n > N.
It was shown by Evans(3) that
[Q(n,N)]−1 = E[τ(n,N)]Π(S \ Sn). (5.1)
Moreover (see the proof of Lemma 9 in Ref. 3),
E[τ(n,N)] = [M(n)]−1
∑
ξ∈Ξn
λn(ξ), (5.2)
where
λn(ξ) =
Π(S \ SN ) + ∫
SN
(1− χ(〈x, ξ〉))Π(dx)
−1 . (5.3)
Here we identify a class ξ + O ∈ Ξn with an element ξ. Correspondingly, the summation in
(5.2) is taken actually over the set of different classes ξ +O.
In order to get an estimate of E[τ(n,N)], we have to begin with estimating the integral
IN(ξ) =
∫
SN
(1− χ(〈x, ξ〉))Π(dx), ξ ∈ Ξn, n > N.
It is clear that IN(ξ) is a non-negative real-valued function.
Lemma 2. Suppose that the extensions Kn/KN and KN/K1 are tamely ramified. If ξ ∈ Kn,
|ξ|n = qjn, Nen + 1 ≤ j ≤ nen, then
IN(ξ) ≥
(
1− q−NeNN
) |ξ|α/mnn −Π(S \ SN ). (5.4)
Proof. Writing χ(〈x, ξ〉)) = χ(T (ξTn(x)) we can use (2.6) and come to the expression
IN(ξ) = −
∫
ζ∈Kn: |ζ|n>1
|ζ |α/mnn Φ(ζ) dζ
where
Φ(ζ) = q−dnn
∫
Vn,N
χ ◦ TrKn/K1(−ζy)
[
1− χ ◦ TrKn/K1(ξy)
]
dy
and
Vn,N =
{
y ∈ Kn : |y|n ≤ qdnn ,
∣∣TrKn/KN (y)∣∣N ≤ qdN−NeNN } .
Denoting
Φ1(ζ) = q
−dn
n
∫
Vn,N
χ ◦ TrKn/K1(−ζy) dy
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we find that
IN(ξ) =
∫
|ζ|n>1
|ζ |α/mnn [Φ1(ζ − ξ)− Φ1(ζ)] dζ.
Since Vn,N is a compact open subgroup in Σn,0, we have (see e.g. (31.7) in Ref. 6)
Φ1(ζ) =
{
0, if ζ /∈ V ⊥n,N ,
cn,N , if ζ ∈ V ⊥n,N ,
where V ⊥n,N is the annihilator of Vn,N in the dual group Σ
∗
n,0, and as before,
V ⊥n,N =
{
ζ = ζ ′ + ζ ′′ : ζ ′ ∈ KN , 1 < |ζ ′|N ≤ qNeNN ; ζ ′′ ∈ Kn, |ζ ′′|n ≤ 1
}
, (5.5)
cn,N = q
−dn
n
∫
Vn,N
dy.
Now
IN(ξ) = cn,N
 ∫
{|ζ|n>1}∩(ξ+V ⊥n,N)
|ζ |α/mnn dζ −
∫
{|ζ|n>1}∩V ⊥n,N
|ζ |α/mnn dζ

= cn,N
∫
{|ζ|n>1}∩V ⊥n,N
(|ξ + ζ |α/mnn − |ζ |α/mnn ) dζ
since by our assumption |ξ|n ≥ qNen+1n > 1 while for an element ζ ′ appearing in (5.5) we have
|ζ ′|n = |ζ ′|
mn
mN
N ≤ q
NeNmn
mN
N = q
NeNmn
mNfn,N
n = q
Nen
n .
Denote
J1(ξ) =
∫
{|ζ|n>1}∩V ⊥n,N
|ξ + ζ |α/mnn dζ, J2 =
∫
{|ζ|n>1}∩V ⊥n,N
|ζ |α/mnn dζ.
Writing an element ζ ′ ∈ KN , 1 < |ζ ′|N ≤ qNeNN , as
ζ ′ = pi−NeNN
(
σ0 + σ1piN + · · ·+ σNeN−1piNeN−1N + · · ·
)
, σj ∈ ÔN ,
we see that the domain of integration is the union of non-intersecting “closed” unit balls
B
(Nen)
n (σ0, . . . , σNeN−1) ⊂ Kn centered at the points pi−NeNN
(
σ0 + σ1piN + · · ·+ σNeN−1piNeN−1N
)
where at least one of the elements σj is different from 0. The total quantity of such balls equals
(qN − 1)
(
qNeN−1N + q
NeN−2
N + · · ·+ 1
)
= qNeNN − 1,
so that
J1(ξ) = |ξ|α/mNn
(
qNeNN − 1
)
. (5.6)
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Similarly, since the equality |ζ ′|N = qlN implies |ζ ′|n = qlen,Nn , we get
J2 = (qN − 1) qα/mNN
q
NeN (1+α/mN )
N − 1
q
1+α/mN
N − 1
. (5.7)
Next we shall find a lower bound for cn,N . It follows from Lemma 1 that any element
y ∈ Vn,N can be written as y = y′ + y′′ where
|y′|n ≤ qdnn , TrKn/KN (y′) = 0, |y′′|n ≤ qdn−Nenn .
We shall find a finite set F of elements y′, such that |y′1 − y′2|n > qdn−Nenn for any different
y′1, y
′
2 ∈ F . Then Vn,N will contain non-intersecting balls centered at y′ ∈ F with the radii
qdn−Nenn , so that
cn,N ≥ (cardF )q−Nenn . (5.8)
Let x ∈ Kn, qdn−Nenn < |x|n ≤ qdnn . Since the extension Kn/KN is tamely ramified, we
can choose in K ′N (the inertia subfield of Kn) and Kn such prime elements pi
′
N and pin that
pi
en,N
n = pi′N . If |x|n = qmn , we can write the canonical representation x = pi−mn (x0 + x1pin + · · · ),
xj ∈ Ô′N (a complete set of representatives of residue classes from O′N/P ′N). Below we assume
that ÔN ⊂ Ô′N .
It is known (Ref. 16, Chapter 8) that for the element TrKn/K ′N (x) ∈ K ′N the inequality∣∣TrKn/K ′N (x)∣∣n ≤ |x|n
holds. Thus either
∣∣TrKn/K ′N (x)∣∣n < |x|n, or ∣∣TrKn/K ′N (x)∣∣n = qmn , and in the latter case∣∣TrKn/K ′N (x)∣∣K ′N = qνn, ν ∈ Z,
so that m = νen,N , which implies further that x = pi
−m
n x0 + z = (pi
′
N )
−ν x0 + z, |z|n ≤ qm−1n .
Thus in this case
TrKn/K ′N (x) = (pi
′
N )
−ν
x0 + TrKn/K ′N (z), (5.9)
so that ∣∣x− TrKn/K ′N (x)∣∣n ≤ qm−1n . (5.10)
Let us consider the element
y′ = x− g [TrKn/K ′N (x)] (5.11)
where g is the Frobenius automorphism of the extension K ′N/KN . We have
TrKn/KN (y
′) = TrK ′N/KN
{
TrKn/K ′N (x)− g
[
TrKn/K ′N (x)
]}
= 0.
As we saw, |y′|n = qmn , except in the case, in whichm = νen,N . Now we consider that exceptional
case.
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Since
y′ =
{
x− TrKn/K ′N (x)
}
+
{
TrKn/K ′N (x)− g
[
TrKn/K ′N (x)
]}
,
and the first summand satisfies (5.10), we have only to study the second summand which, due
to (5.9), is equal, up to a “small” term, to (pi′N )
−ν x0 − g
[
(pi′N)
−ν x0
]
. By the definition of the
Frobenius automorphism, ∣∣∣(pi′N )−ν x0 − g [(pi′N )−ν x0]∣∣∣
K ′N
= qνn,
or, equivalently, ∣∣∣(pi′N )−ν x0 − g [(pi′N)−ν x0]∣∣∣
n
= qmn ,
unless (pi′N )
−ν x0 ∈ KN .
Thus we have found that |y′|n = qmn except for the case, in which m = νen,N , ν ∈ Z, and
(pi′N )
−ν x0 ∈ KN . Since the extension K ′N/KN is unramified, we may write
(pi′N)
−ν
x0 = pi
−ν
N (x˜0 + x˜1piN + · · · ) , x˜j ∈ Ô′N ,
so that, due to (5.9), for x we obtain the representation
x = pi−νN x˜0 + pi
−m+1
n (xˇ1 + xˇ2pin + · · · ) , xˇj ∈ Ô′N ,
with |y′|n = qmn if x˜0 /∈ ÔN . A difference y′(1) − y′(2) of two elements of the form (5.11)
satisfies the equality |y′(1) − y′(2)|n = qmn if the corresponding x˜(1)0 , x˜(2)0 ∈ Ô′N are such that
x˜
(1)
0 − x˜(2)0 /∈ ON .
Let us construct a subset Ô′′N ⊂ Ô′N with the property that if a, b ∈ Ô′′N , a 6= b, then
a − b /∈ ON . Denote for brevity κ = ON/PN , κ′ = O′N/P ′N . Then κ ⊂ κ′, cardκ = qN ,
cardκ′ = qn. Consider the quotient group κ
′/κ of the additive groups of the finite fields κ′,κ.
We have
card(κ′/κ) = qn/qN = q
fn,N−1
N .
Let us choose in κ′ a complete set of representatives of residue classes from κ′/κ, and then
for each of them (as a class from O′N/P
′
N) take a representative from Ô
′
N . Let Ô
′′
N be the
resulting set. If a, b ∈ Ô′′N , and a− b ∈ ON , then the classes of a and b in κ′ would belong to
κ whence a = b as desired. Note that card Ô′′N = q
fn,N−1
N .
Now we take as F the set of all elements (5.11) with
x = pi−dnn
∑
0≤j≤Nen−1
en,N ∤dn−j
xjpi
j
n +
∑
ν: dn−Nen+1≤νen,N≤dn
pi−νN x˜ν (5.12)
where xj ∈ ÔN , x˜ν ∈ Ô′′N . Note that
∣∣pi−νN ∣∣n = qνen,Nn , so that the orders of all non-zero terms
in (5.12) are different.
It follows from our assumptions that the extension Kn/K1 is tamely ramified (see Ref. 4),
that is dn = en − 1. Hence the second sum in (5.12) is taken over those ν for which
en(1−N)
en,N
≤ ν ≤ en
en,N
− 1
en,N
,
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that is
(1−N)eN ≤ ν ≤ eN − 1.
The quantity of such numbers ν is eN − 1 − [(1 − N)eN − 1] = NeN . Correspondingly, the
quantity of terms in the first sum of (5.12) is Nen −NeN . Thus
cardF = qNen−NeNn · q(fn,N−1)NeNN = qNenn · q−NeNN ,
and by (5.8)
cn,N ≥ q−NeNN . (5.13)
Comparing (5.6), (5.7), and (5.13) with (4.1) we come to (5.4). 
Now we can prove (1.2).
Theorem 2. If all the extensions (1.1) are tamely ramified, then (1.2) holds.
Proof. From (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (4.2), and (3.3) we find that
[Q(n,N)]−1 ≤ CNqαn−nmn1
∑
ξ∈Ξn
[Π(S \ SN ) + IN(ξ)]−1 , CN > 0. (5.14)
As before, we identify a class ξ +O, ξ ∈ Kn, |ξ|n = qjn, j ≥ 1, with the element
ξ = pi−jn
(
ξ0 + ξ1pin + · · ·+ ξj−1pij−1n
)
, ξj ∈ Ôn, ξ0 6= 0.
The number of such elements is (qn − 1)qj−1n .
Let us split the sum in (5.14) into two sums, over ξ with |ξ|n ≤ qNenn , and with qNen+1n ≤
|ξ|n ≤ qnenn . The first sum is estimated by dropping In(ξ); an upper bound for the second sum
is given by Lemma 2. We find that
[Q(n,N)]−1 ≤ CNqαn−nmn1
{
[Π(S \ SN)]−1 (qn − 1)
Nen∑
j=1
qj−1n
+(qn − 1)
(
1− q−NeNN
) nen∑
j=Nen+1
qj−1−jα/mnn
}
≤ C ′Nqαn−nmn1
[
qNmn1 +
q
(nen+1)(1−
α
mn
)
n − q(Nen+1)(1−
α
mn
)
n
q
1− α
mn
n − 1
]
≤ C ′′Nqαn−nmn1
(
qNmn1 + q
nmn−αn
1
) ≤ C ′′′N
(with positive constants C ′N , C
′′
N , C
′′′
N ; we used the fact that mn →∞), which implies (1.2). 
5.2. In accordance with the general definition given in Ref. 3, a Hausdorff outer mea-
sure with respect to a non-decreasing function ϕ : {M(n)−1}∞n=0 ∪ {0} → [0,∞), such that
lim
n→∞
ϕ (M(n)−1) = ϕ(0) = 0, is defined as
ϕ−m(A) = lim inf
n→∞
{∑
i
ϕ(diamRi)
}
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where the infimum is taken over all countable collections of balls {Ri} such that a set A ⊂ S is
contained in
⋃
i
Ri, and sup
i
diamRi ≤ [M(n)]−1. Here balls and diameters on S are understood
in the sense of the metric ∆.
In view of Theorem 2, the results by Evans(3) yield the following construction of the Haus-
dorff measure for our situation.
Corollary 2. In the notation of Section 4 define the function ϕ by ϕ(M(n)−1) = bn and
ϕ(0) = 0. If all the extensions (1.1) are tamely ramified, then almost surely
0 < ϕ−m(XS([0, t])) <∞
for all t > 0. If α > logq1 2, then the sequence {bn} can be replaced by the sequence {Bn} defined
by (4.5).
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